**Organisation**

### The board

- **Ulla-Britt Fräjdin-Hellqvist**, President
- **Mats Sundin**, Veoneer AB
- **Rickard Åström**,
- **Maria Månsson**, Prevas AB
- **Mikael Joki**, Ordf. Svensk Elektronik
- **Christoffer Levandowski**, QRTech AB
- **Charlotte Karlsson**, RISE ICT
- **Tommy Noaksson**, ABB Process Automation
- **Jerker Delsing**, Luleå Tekniska Universitet
- **Mikael Joki**, Ordf. Svensk Elektronik
- **Christina Hugosson**, Effic AB
- **Carl-Mikael Zetterling**, KTH
- **Maria Linnér**, Holmbergs Digital Safety AB

### Program office

- **Magnus Svensson**, Program Manager
- **Therese Forsén**, Communicator
- **Thorbjörn Ebefors**, Deputy Program Manager
  and Internationalization Manager

### Program advice

There are three program councils, each of which responds to the three main challenges that are in focus for Smarter Electronics Systems.

The councils propose activities and initiatives. The board is decisive. The councils include professionals from the industry, who want to influence and participate in the work within each council’s area.

Each council is led by people from the board and the program office:

Each council is chaired by a board representative and a representative from the program office.

Those who want to participate in the councils are warmly welcome to contact those responsible for the councils.

### Value Chain

- **Maria Månsson**, Prevas AB
  maria.mansson@prevas.se

### Top Areas

- **Christoffer Levandowski**, QRTec
  christoffer.levandowski@qrtech.se

### Skills Supply

- **Magnus Svensson**, Program office
  magnus.svensson@smartareelektroniksystem.se

- **Magnus Svensson**, Program office
  magnus.svensson@smartareelektroniksystem.se
Organisation

International collaborations

From 2018, the program increased its focus on strengthening Swedish companies’ participation in international project consortium. We build networks with organizations similar to Smarter Electronics Systems in other countries and help Swedish companies find international partners. The main person in charge is Deputy Program Director Thorbjörn Ebefors.

Kontakt: thorbjorn.ebefors@smartareelektroniksystem.se

Agenda

Research and innovation agenda Smarter Electronic Systems that form the basis for the program was presented in the autumn of 2013. The agenda was developed under the leadership of the following working group:

Leif Ljungqvist, Acreo Swedish ICT
Jan Y Andersson, Acreo Swedish ICT
Louise Felldin, Acreo Swedish ICT
Maria Månsson, Prevas, Branschorganisationen Svensk Elektronik
Lena Norder, Branschorganisationen Svensk Elektronik
Dag Andersson, Swerea IVF
Pierre-Yves Fonjallaz, PhotonicSweden
Dag Jungenfeldt, Chalmers
Staffan Norrga, KTH
Nomination Committee

The program wants to be relevant to all need owners and at the same time be open to new forces to get involved. To ensure this, the program has appointed a nomination committee with an independent chairman, Olle Hulteberg, Inission. Others on the nomination committee are Leif Ljungqvist, Jerker Delsing and Ulla-Britt Fräjdin-Hellqvist.

Contact:
olle.hulteberg@inission.com
leif.ljungqvist@comstrat.se
jerker.delsing@ltu.se
ulla-britt@frajdin-hellqvist.se